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Abstract. Head pose estimation is essential for several applications and
is particularly required for head pose-free eye-gaze tracking where esti-
mation of head rotation permits free head movement during tracking.
While the literature is broad, the accuracy of recent vision-based head
pose estimation methods is contingent upon the availability of training
data or accurate initialisation and tracking of speciﬁc facial landmarks.
In this paper, we propose a method to estimate the head pose in real-
time from the trajectories of a set of feature points spread randomly
over the face region, without requiring a training phase or model-ﬁtting
of speciﬁc facial features. Conversely, without seeking speciﬁc facial land-
marks, our method exploits the sparse 3-dimensional shape of the surface
of interest, recovered via shape and motion factorisation, in combination
with particle ﬁltering to correct mistracked feature points and improve
upon an initial estimation of the 3-dimensional shape during tracking. In
comparison with two additional methods, quantitative results obtained
through our model- and landmark-free method yield a reduction in the
head pose estimation error for a wide range of head rotation angles.
1 Introduction
Head pose estimation plays an important role in the process of estimating the eye-
gaze [8], providing an initial coarse indication of the gaze direction which may
then be reﬁned according to the eyeball rotation to deﬁne the gaze at a ﬁner level.
Information relating to the head pose is relevant to a host of applications, such
as in human-computer interaction (HCI) where, in conjunction with eye tracking,
the estimation of head rotation permits the calculation of a point-of-regard on a
monitor screen at diﬀerent eye and head conﬁgurations. This is especially desir-
able in unconstrained eye-gaze tracking scenarios where the estimation of head
pose permits free head movement during tracking, hence eliminating the need for
a chin-rest which would otherwise be required to maintain the head stationary.
The problem of head pose estimation has been receiving increasing inter-
est over the years, leading to the development of various methods that seek to
estimate the head pose reliably [13]. Existing methods may be broadly classi-
ﬁed into two major categories based on their approach in exploiting either the
holistic appearance [3,9,12,14] or distinct features [4,10,11,15,21] of the face
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for head pose estimation. Appearance-based methods generally exploit the face
image information entirely to estimate the head orientation. Typical variants of
appearance-based methods search for the best matching head pose from a collec-
tion of pose-annotated templates [3], register a ﬂexible model of the facial shape
to target colour [14] or texture maps [12], or seek low-dimensional manifolds
which model the variations in head pose robustly [9]. Feature-based methods,
on the other hand, rely on a sparse set of feature points sampled at speciﬁc
feature positions within the face region. The chosen features often serve as land-
marks for non-rigid [4,10,11,21] or geometrical face models that infer the head
orientation from the relative conﬁguration of the facial features [15]. In general,
the main challenges associated with existing appearance and feature-based meth-
ods relate to the necessity for training data prior to head pose estimation and
the capability to estimate the head pose accurately especially in the presence
of large head rotation angles. In this regard, the achievable estimation accu-
racy of methods that rely on a training stage is often contingent upon the size
of the training set and the conditions under which the training data was cap-
tured [3,9,12,21]. Furthermore, the estimation accuracy of methods that rely on
model-ﬁtting generally depends upon accurate initialisation and tracking of spe-
ciﬁc facial features. Face feature detection is, however, an open problem in itself
[21], prompting several model-based methods to resort to manual initialisation
of the facial features [4,11], while the accuracy of feature tracking is typically
susceptible to distortion and self-occlusions which may hamper the range of
achievable head rotations [15].
In light of these challenges, we propose a method to estimate the head pose in
real-time based on the trajectories of salient feature points spread randomly over
the face region, in order to allow larger head rotation angles without requiring
prior training or accurate initialisation of speciﬁc facial features. In the absence
of speciﬁc facial landmarks that ﬁt the face models typically proposed in the
literature [10,11,21], we propose to apply shape and motion factorisation to the
problem of head pose estimation to recover a sparse 3-dimensional representation
of the surface of interest [18]. Factorisation theory is well-known in the domain
of structure from motion (SfM), for the purpose of recovering the 3-dimensional
shape from the trajectories of a sparse set of feature points, however, to the
best of our knowledge, it has never been considered within the context of head
pose estimation. Nonetheless, despite its eﬀectiveness, the factorisation method
is susceptible to the presence of noise and outliers in the feature trajectories due
to drifting feature trackers, which in turn reduce the accuracy of the recovered
shape and motion information [20]. Hence, we propose to combine factorisation
with particle ﬁltering in order to correct mistracked feature points in real-time,
preventing the feature trackers from drifting oﬀ the features of interest due to
distortion or self-occlusion, while permitting correctly tracked feature points to
contribute to the factorisation result and improve upon an initial estimation of
the sparse 3-dimensional shape. In comparison with other methods which employ
particle ﬁltering to estimate the head rotation [3,4,11], we base our estimation
upon the 3-dimensional shape of the face rather than the photometric proper-
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ties, hence reducing the susceptibility of the method to intensity variations and
repetitive skin texture. Furthermore, we exploit the 3-dimensional information
of the surface of interest without necessitating the use of depth sensors [5] or
stereo-vision [7], which may reduce the portability of the setup especially in
unconstrained scenarios.
This paper is organised as follows. Section 2 describes the details of the
proposed method for head pose estimation. Section 3 presents and discusses the
experimental results, while Section 4 draws the ﬁnal remarks and concludes the
paper.
2 Method
The following sections describe the stages of the proposed method, by ﬁrst out-
lining the overarching idea of the proposed algorithm in Section 2.1 and subse-
quently presenting the implementation details in Section 2.2.
2.1 Outline of the Algorithm
Our method estimates the head pose angles in real-time by exploiting the sparse
3-dimensional shape of salient feature points randomly distributed over the sur-
face of interest, in combination with particle ﬁltering to generate hypotheses and
estimate the head pose at every image frame. In the absence of a speciﬁc face
model, we employ shape and motion factorisation theory to recover the sparse
3-dimensional surface from feature trajectories initially collected over a sequence
of image frames [18]. At every time step, the image frame is ﬁrst rotated accord-
ing to the roll angle recovered via factorisation at the previous time step, in
order to compensate for the head roll by aligning the horizontal and vertical
head axes with the corresponding image axes. Subsequently, the 3-dimensional
shape is rotated according to a set of N particles, where each particle deﬁnes
a hypothesis of the head yaw and pitch angles, and re-projected to the image
space such that the image space distance between the x and y-coordinates of
the re-projected and the tracked feature positions is calculated separately. This
distance permits the particles to be weighted accordingly such that the head
yaw and pitch angles are then deﬁned by a weighted average of the particle set.
In order to improve the initially estimated 3-dimensional shape and correct the
x and y-coordinates of mistracked feature points during tracking, a weighted
average between the image coordinates of the tracked features and the feature
positions corresponding to the re-projected 3-dimensional shape deﬁned by the
particle ﬁlter is also computed at every image frame. An updated 3-dimensional
shape is ﬁnally recovered from this information via factorisation to be used at
the next time step.
Speciﬁcally, therefore, the proposed algorithm initially tracks P salient fea-
ture points through K time steps, where each time step corresponds with the
acquisition of a new image frame. The coordinates, (uk,p, vk,p) | k = 1, . . . ,K
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and p = 1, . . . , P , of the feature trajectories are subsequently collected inside a
measurement matrix W of size 2K×P as follows,
W =
[
U
V
]
(1)
According to the factorisation theory [18], in the absence of noise, matrix W is
at most of rank three and may be decomposed into motion and shape, denoted
by matrices M and S respectively, as follows,
W = MS (2)
In the presence of noise matrix W is not of rank three and this decomposition
may instead be approximated by singular value decomposition (SVD), which
results in unitary matrices U and V, and a diagonal matrix Σ,
W = UΣVT (3)
hence allowing the estimation of the motion and shape matrices,
M = UΣ
1
2 S = Σ
1
2 VT (4)
Following the computation of the 3-dimensional shape S, a set of N particles
x(n)k ∼ p(xk), n = 1, . . . , N is generated at time step k = (K + 1), where each
particle denotes a hypothesis of state xk = (αk, βk) with known probability den-
sity function p(xk). The feature coordinates (uk,p, vk,p) are also updated at time
step k = (K +1) by tracking the feature positions inside a newly acquired image
frame following image rotation to compensate for the head roll angle recovered
in matrix, M. The 3-dimensional shape is then transformed by a rotation matrix
R(n)k according to every particle,
S(n)k = R
(n)
k S (5)
and re-projected back inside the image space such that each feature of interest p
is assigned a set of candidate coordinates, Ck(p) = {(c(n)k,p, d(n)k,p)} | n = 1, . . . , N .
We deﬁne distance measurements, D(n)k (α) and D
(n)
k (β), for the yaw and pitch
angles respectively as follows,
D
(n)
k (α) =
P∑
p=1
∣∣∣uk,p − c(n)k,p
∣∣∣ D(n)k (β) =
P∑
p=1
∣∣∣vk,p − d(n)k,p
∣∣∣ (6)
which permit the calculation of the horizontal and vertical distances between the
coordinates of the tracked feature positions, uk,p, and the candidate coordinates
of the re-projected shape inside the image space, c(n)k,p, according to each particle
n. Based on these distances, we deﬁne the likelihood model of the particle ﬁlter
corresponding to the head yaw by a normal distribution having mean, μ = 0,
and standard deviation, σ, as follows,
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p(uk,p|1,...,P | x(n)k ) =
1
σ
√
2π
e−
D
(n)
k
(α)
2
2σ2 (7)
and similarly for the head pitch angles. The likelihood model allows each particle
to be assigned a weight, w(n)k (α), according to the likelihood p(uk,p|1,...,P | x(n)k )
of representing the actual measurement uk,p|1,...,P [1],
w
(n)
k (α) = w
(n)
k−1(α)
p(uk,p|1,...,P | x(n)k )p(x(n)k | x(n)k−1)
q(x(n)k | x(n)k−1, uk,p|1,...,P )
(8)
where, p(x(n)k | x(n)k−1) and q(x(n)k | x(n)k−1, uk,p|1,...,P ), denote the prior probabil-
ity distribution and importance function respectively. Since the distance mea-
surements in Equation 6 consider the horizontal and vertical components of
the feature positions separately, each particle is assigned weights w(n)k (α) and
w
(n)
k (β) denoting the likelihood of representing the true head yaw and pitch
angles respectively. These weights are subsequently normalised such that the
state, xk = (αk, βk), is estimated as a weighted average of the particle set for
the yaw and pitch angles respectively. It is worth noting that we base the process
of weighting the particles upon the shape information of the object of interest
rather than its photometric properties, in order to reduce the susceptibility of
the method to intensity variations and repetitive skin texture.
Following the estimation of the state, xk = (αk, βk), the re-projection of
shape S inside the image space corresponding to the estimated head rotation
angles permits correction of mistracked feature points, hence preventing the
feature trackers from drifting oﬀ the features of interest during tracking. In
turn, the correctly tracked feature points permit the estimated 3-dimensional
shape to be updated at every time step via factorisation, in order to improve
upon the initial estimation of the shape information. To this end, a weighted
average between the re-projected shape coordinates, cˆk,p, according to the state
estimate, xk = (αk, βk), and the tracked feature positions at time step k is
calculated as follows,
uˆk,p = ak,puk,p + (1 − ak,p)cˆk,p p = 1, . . . , P (9)
The value of the weighting parameter, ak,p, corresponds to a measure of tracking
conﬁdence for every feature point and assumes a value between 0 and 1, with 1
denoting the highest tracking conﬁdence. If a feature point is lost during track-
ing, denoted by a tracking conﬁdence of 0, the corrected feature coordinates uˆk,p
are deﬁned entirely by the corresponding re-projected shape coordinates for that
particular feature. This addresses one of the issues that is commonly associated
with factorisation relating to the occurrence of missing entries inside the mea-
surement matrix W, hence ensuring reliable factorisation results by correcting
the measurement information in real-time. The averaged coordinates, uˆk,p, are
ﬁnally included in the measurement matrix such that the shape information of
the surface of interest is updated at every image frame by factorisation.
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2.2 Implementation Details
Following an overview of the proposed algorithm in Section 2.1, the next sections
describe the implementation details to extract the required information from the
image frames.
Face Region Detection. The ﬁrst stage in the implementation of the method
detects the bounding box enclosing the face region such that this constrains the
initialisation of the salient features to track, as explained in the next section. We
chose the Viola-Jones algorithm for rapid detection of the face region given the
real-time requirements of our application. The Viola-Jones framework combines
several weak classiﬁers of increasing complexity into a cascade structure, where
each classiﬁer is trained by a technique called boosting to search for speciﬁc
image features by classifying between positive and negative candidate image
samples [19]. In our work, we employed the trained cascade classiﬁer available
in MATLAB since its detection capabilities were found to generalise well across
diﬀerent subjects.
Initialisation and Tracking of Feature Points. In order to track the object
of interest and hence generate the feature trajectories to populate the mea-
surement matrix W, several feature trackers were latched upon salient facial
features within the boundaries of the face region detected earlier. The chosen
feature points were randomly distributed over the surface of interest and selected
according to the method proposed by Shi and Tomasi [16], who deﬁne the good
features to track as points characterised by a steep brightness gradient along
at least two directions. The initialised salient features are subsequently tracked
between successive image frames via the Kanade-Lucas-Tomasi (KLT) feature
tracker, which matches search windows between consecutive image frames to
identify correspondences based on a measure of similarity [17].
Particle Filter. Following the estimation of the 3-dimensional shape of the
surface of interest by factorising the trajectories of salient feature points, the
implemented particle ﬁlter algorithm generates hypotheses of state xk = (αk, βk)
at every time step. To this end, we chose to implement the Bootstrap ﬁlter
[1] due to its simplicity in applying the prior probability distribution, p(x(n)k |
x(n)k−1), as the importance function, q(x
(n)
k | x(n)k−1, uk,p|1,...,P ), hence simplifying
the deﬁnition of the particle weights to,
w
(n)
k (α) = w
(n)
k−1(α)
p(uk,p|1,...,P | x(n)k )p(x(n)k | x(n)k−1)
q(x(n)k | x(n)k−1, uk,p|1,...,P )
(10)
for the head yaw and similarly for the head pitch angles. In order to avoid
degeneration of the particle set, where all but one of the particle weights are
equal to zero, a bootstrap re-sampling algorithm was implemented to re-sample
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the particle set with replacement and hence preserve the particles having the
highest weights at every time instance [1]. Furthermore, we approximate the
state evolution of the implemented particle ﬁlter by a Gaussian random walk
model that serves to propagate the particles to the next time step. Hence, the
state evolution model may be deﬁned by,
p(xk | xk−1) = N (μk, σ) (11)
where N (.) denotes a Gaussian distribution having mean, μk = xk−1, and con-
stant standard deviation, σ.
3 Experimental Results and Discussion
To evaluate the proposed head pose estimation method, we selected several video
clips from the Head Pose and Eye Gaze (HPEG) Dataset owing to the availabil-
ity of various head yaw and pitch rotations, and corresponding ground truth
information [2]. The HPEG dataset aggregates webcam recordings of 10 diﬀer-
ent participants into two separate sets, the ﬁrst of which was recorded while the
participants performed various head rotations in diﬀerent directions, while the
second set of recordings was more focused on changes in gaze direction. Hence,
we opted to evaluate our method on webcam videos selected from the ﬁrst set
of recordings given their relevance to our work. Each video in the set has been
captured at 30 frames per second and spatial resolution of 640×480 pixels, and
lasts for 10 seconds. The ground truth information has been extracted from the
relative positioning of three green light emitting diodes mounted on the head
and tracked across all image frames.
We compare our results to those obtained through the implementation of
two additional methods. The ﬁrst method estimates the yaw and pitch angles by
factorising the feature trajectories generated via a standard KLT feature tracker
alone, in order to evaluate the error in head pose attributed to the occurrence
of outliers and missing entries in the measurement matrix from drifting or lost
feature trackers respectively. The KLT algorithm is used extensively in the fac-
torisation literature due to its ease of implementation and low computational
cost, nonetheless the feature trackers tend to drift slowly oﬀ the feature of inter-
est especially across long image sequences, or tracking is lost entirely if the fea-
ture of interest is occluded [20]. The second method is a model-based approach
which adapts the geometric face model proposed by Gee et al. in [6], originally
proposed to infer the gaze direction by estimating the orientation of near-frontal
head poses in static paintings, to a real-time gaming application which oper-
ates by estimating the head pose in a stream of webcam image frames [15]. In
their approach, Sapienza and Camilleri [15] ﬁt a generic face model to previ-
ously detected facial features, speciﬁcally the eyes, nose and mouth regions, and
subsequently estimate the head pose from the relative tracked positions of these
facial features. The resulting mean absolute error (MAE) and standard devia-
tion (SD) of the head yaw and pitch angles estimated by the proposed method
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Table 1. Mean absolute error (MAE) and standard deviation (SD) of the head yaw
and pitch angles estimated by the proposed method and a KLT-based method alone
to generate the feature trajectories, for diﬀerent subjects in the HPEG dataset.
Proposed Method KLT-based Method
Subject Yaw Pitch Yaw Pitch
Number (MAE(◦), SD(◦)) (MAE(◦), SD(◦)) (MAE(◦), SD(◦)) (MAE(◦), SD(◦))
1 (3.29, 3.13) (2.63, 1.75) (8.32, 8.73) (4.45, 4.03)
4 (3.04, 2.39) (4.52, 4.04) (12.53, 9.45) (3.90, 2.19)
5 (7.33, 3.87) (4.85, 4.06) (8.76, 5.69) (6.00, 6.14)
6 (6.05, 3.70) (3.61, 1.95) (4.03, 3.30) (8.29, 4.58)
7 (4.64, 3.80) (3.87, 1.76) (31.20, 14.75) (18.85, 21.29)
8 (2.86, 3.23) (6.33, 4.83) (20.51, 11.89) (40.00, 45.00)
9 (2.51, 1.13) (0.99, 0.65) (8.61, 6.23) (0.01, 0.01)
Mean (4.25, 3.04) (3.83, 2.72) (13.42, 8.58) (11.64, 11.89)
Table 2. Mean absolute error (MAE) and standard deviation (SD) of the head yaw and
pitch angles estimated by a model-based method, for diﬀerent subjects in the HPEG
Dataset.
Subject Yaw Pitch
Number (MAE(◦), SD(◦)) (MAE(◦), SD(◦))
1 (5.68, 4.00) (3.41, 3.14)
4 (5.51, 4.03) (6.30, 2.15)
5 (10.02, 8.89) (11.97, 9.19)
6 (4.47, 2.65) (12.74, 5.64)
7 (5.79, 4.14) (15.77, 7.81)
8 (11.24, 10.61) (7.98, 5.19)
9 (5.63, 3.51) (6.01, 0.82)
Mean (6.90, 5.40) (9.17, 4.85)
in Section 2 in comparison to the results obtained by the KLT-based method
and the model-based method are presented in Tables 1 and 2 respectively.
The results presented in Table 1 indicate a signiﬁcant reduction in the calcu-
lated MAE and SD values when the head yaw and pitch angles were estimated
by the method proposed in Section 2, in comparison to the results obtained
by generating the feature trajectories prior to factorisation via the KLT-based
method alone. It may be noted that several of the highest MAE and SD values
for the KLT-based method, such as the results for subjects 7 and 8, correspond
to the widest ranges of head yaw or pitch rotations as tabulated in Table 3.
The increased error corresponding to larger head rotation angles is caused by
an increase in the occurrence of outliers inside the measurement matrix W, and
in the absence of a suitable mechanism that detects and corrects the outlying
information, the factorisation method produces incorrect head yaw and pitch
estimates. Indeed, as shown in Figure 1(d), during larger head rotations several
feature points become self-occluded causing the corresponding feature trackers to
gradually drift oﬀ and collect outlying information, and eventually lose the fea-
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(a) (b) (c)
(d) (e) (f)
(g) (h) (i)
Fig. 1. Head pose estimation results obtained through our method (a-c), factorisation
of the feature trajectories generated via a standard KLT feature tracker alone (d-f) and
the geometric model-based method in [15] (g-i), for subject 8 in the HPEG Dataset.
ture of interest as indicated by the lost feature trackers marked in red, in Figures
1(e) and 1(f). In comparison, our method addresses this problem by exploiting
the 3-dimensional shape of the surface of interest in order to correct drifting
feature trackers, while permitting the trajectories of correctly tracked features
to contribute towards the improvement of the 3-dimensional shape. Hence, the
occurrence of outliers in the measurement matrix is reduced in real-time, which
allows for increased robustness in estimating larger head rotation angles as shown
in Figures 1(a-c), where the relative conﬁguration of the feature trackers is pre-
served by preventing the trackers from drifting oﬀ the object of interest during
head rotations. Furthermore, Figure 2 compares the head yaw and pitch angles
estimated through our method to the motion information recovered by factori-
sation in real-time during tracking, for subject 8 in the HPEG dataset. This
ﬁgure indicates a reduction in jitter for the results obtained by our method,
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(a) (b)
Fig. 2. Head pose estimation results obtained through our method (red) and via factori-
sation during tracking (green), in comparison to ground truth data (blue) for subject
8 in the HPEG Dataset.
while higher MAE and SD values were obtained for the head yaw, (9.74, 6.53),
and pitch, (7.55, 6.33), angles estimated by the factorisation algorithm in com-
parison to our method, hence indicating the validity of combining factorisation
with particle ﬁltering.
Furthermore, the results in Table 2 also indicate a reduction in the calcu-
lated MAE and SD values for the head yaw and pitch estimates obtained by
our method, in comparison to those obtained through an implementation of
the model-based method in [15]. In evaluating the results for the model-based
method, it has been noted that distortion and partial occlusion of the tracked
facial features of interest contribute signiﬁcantly to the error in the estimated
head yaw and pitch angles. Indeed, as shown in Figures 1(g-i), a leftward and
rightward rotation of the head produces a displacement of the feature bounding
boxes to the opposite direction from their true image positions as the appearance
of these features distorts, resulting in reduced head pose estimation accuracy. As
expected and similar to the KLT-based results discussed earlier, several of the
highest MAE and SD values for the model-based method also correspond to large
head yaw or pitch angles as tabulated in Table 3, due to increased distortion of
the facial features during extensive out-of-plane head rotation. The eﬀectiveness
of our method, on the other hand, is not contingent on a speciﬁc head-model
and hence a larger set of salient features to track may be better distributed over
the surface of interest without being constrained to speciﬁc model landmarks.
As discussed earlier, this permits the feature trackers latched onto visible feature
points to collectively compensate for partially or fully occluded trackers without
compromising the estimation accuracy.
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Table 3. Ranges of head rotation yaw and pitch angles for diﬀerent subjects in the
HPEG Dataset.
Subject Yaw Pitch
Number [Min (◦), Max (◦)] [Min (◦), Max (◦)]
1 [-27.44, 14.72] [-21.53, 0.00]
4 [-27.57, 29.85] [-4.63, 2.98]
5 [-33.41, 26.00] [-36.70, 0.00]
6 [-17.21, 16.81] [0.00, 22.30]
7 [-30.87, 39.13] [-4.20, 30.56]
8 [-42.53, 28.42] [18.59, -35.61]
9 [-18.17, 11.40] [0.00, 0.00]
4 Conclusion
In this paper, we proposed a method to estimate the head pose based on the
trajectories of salient feature points distributed randomly over the face region
rather than speciﬁc facial features that ﬁt the landmarks of typical face models,
hence allowing larger head rotations without requiring prior training or accurate
initialisation of speciﬁc feature points. In the absence of speciﬁc facial landmarks,
we proposed the application of factorisation theory to the problem of head pose
estimation in combination with particle ﬁltering. This allowed us to exploit the
recovered sparse 3-dimensional shape information in order to prevent the feature
trackers from drifting oﬀ the features of interest, while at the same time permit-
ting correctly tracked feature points to improve upon the initial estimation of the
sparse 3-dimensional shape during tracking. The experimental results revealed
a reduction in the head yaw and pitch estimation error when compared to the
results obtained by a KLT-based method and a model-based method, hence indi-
cating increased robustness especially in the presence of feature distortion and
self-occlusion typically associated with larger head rotation angles.
Future work aims to focus upon increasing the estimated degrees-of-freedom
of the head movement, such as translational movement which has not been con-
sidered in this work.
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